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Some	Key	Questions	(for	us)
• Where	should	I	look?
• What	am	I	seeing?
• Where	(and	when)	did	I	see	it?
• Can	I	see	it	again?
What	is	xGDS?
• Web-based	tools	for	science	operations	&	data	
collection
– Accessible	in-field	and	at	home	base.
– Multiple	users	and	remote	collaboration.
• Sharing	with	xGDS
– Users	can	upload	precursor	data	and	collaborate	on	planning
– Live	data	is	mapped	as	it	is	gathered:	vehicle	tracks,	video	
feeds	and	data	annotation	(yours	and	others).
• Customizable
– Every	deployment	is	different
– Components	can	be	added	or	removed	from	xGDS
– Branding	&	colors	can	be	customized
• End-to-end	support	for	science	ops
– Plan,	Monitor,	Archive,	Explore
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Map	Layer	– Sonar	&	Bathymetry
Points	of	interest
Map	Content	Authoring
Create and edit map content in xGDS
• Create points, lines and polygons
• Use these to indicate important areas
• Optionally display label & popup
Point	with	popup
Traverse	Planning
Easily	create	traverse	plans	by	clicking	to	add	stations.
As	stations	are	added	the	distance	and	duration	update	 in	the	list	on	the	right.
Depth	from	bathymetry	displays	under	the	map	as	the	cursor	moves.
Users	can	export	plans,	including	KML,	PML,	json	and	other	formats.
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point
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Traverse	plans	are	
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between	them.
Traverse	Planning	- Activities
Library	of	activities	can	be	customized	per	vehicle.
Users	can	add	activities	to	each	station	or	segment	in	a	traverse	plan.
Durations	of	activities	are	included	 in	the	time	calculations	in	the	first	column.
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• ~3m accuracy sufficient to re-locate 
sample sites
• Laptop with USBL vendor supplied SW 
integrates GPS and sonar data.
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Google	Earth and	Open	Layers
• Ready to go out of the box.
• Nice, but restricted, API.
• A bit more setup & debugging.
• Very flexible & customizable.
Conclusions
• Successfully	located	and	returned	to	
science	POIs	using:
– GPS	plus	Sonar
– Notes
– Video
• 2D	maps	(+overlays)	get	the	job	done.
